Guidance for setting international standards on reporting longitudinal adherence to stool-based colorectal cancer screening
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ABSTRACT

Longitudinal adherence to colorectal cancer (CRC) screening is reported using different summarizing measures, which hampers international comparison. We provide evidence to guide recommendations on which longitudinal adherence measure to report.

Using adherence data over four stool-based CRC screening rounds in three countries, we calculated six summarizing adherence measures; adherence over all rounds, adherence per round, rescreening, full programme adherence (yes/no), regularity (never/inconsistent/consistent screenees) and number of times participated. For each measure, we calculated the accuracy in capturing the observed adherence patterns. Using the ASCCA model, we predicted screening effectiveness when using summarizing measures as model input versus the observed adherence patterns.

Adherence over all rounds in the Italian, Spanish and Dutch cohorts was 64.9%, 42.8% and 61.5%, respectively, and the proportion of consistent screenees was 50.9%, 26.3% and 45.7%. Number of times participated and regularity were most accurate and resulted in similar model-predicted screening effectiveness as simulating the observed adherence patterns. Using the ASCCA model, we predicted screening effectiveness when using adherence over all rounds, adherence per round, rescreening, full programme adherence (yes/no), regularity (never/inconsistent/consistent screenees) and number of times participated. For each measure, we calculated the accuracy in capturing the observed adherence patterns. Using the ASCCA model, we predicted screening effectiveness when using summarizing measures as model input versus the observed adherence patterns.

To conclude, number of times participated and regularity were most accurate and resulted in similar model-predicted screening effectiveness as using the observed adherence patterns. However they require longitudinal data. To facilitate international comparison of CRC screening programme performance, consensus on an accurate adherence measure to report should be reached.

1. Introduction

Many countries have implemented population-based colorectal cancer (CRC) screening programmes using stool-based tests (Schreuders et al., 2015). Due to the relatively low sensitivity of these tests for CRC precursor lesions, repeated screening every one to two years is recommended (de Wijkerslooth et al., 2012; US Preventive Services Task Force, 2021; Ponti et al., 2017). Therefore, longitudinal adherence, i.e.
adherence over multiple rounds, is a critical indicator of programme performance and should be adequately reported (Bulliard et al., 2014).

Longitudinal adherence to a stool-based CRC screening programme can be reported as the proportion of individuals in a closed cohort of the population that have followed each possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence pattern, in which Yes (No) is assigned when the individual has (not) participated in a round. Stool-based CRC screening programmes consisting of eleven or more rounds are common, resulting in $2^{11} = 2048$ possible patterns, which means it is not feasible to report adherence as such (Schreuders et al., 2015). Instead, several summarizing measures can be used to report adherence, such as the adherence over all rounds, calculated as the overall proportion of individuals participating upon invitation in a given calendar period, or the rescreening rate, which is calculated as the probability of participation for those who had participated in their previous round (Bulliard et al., 2014).

No consensus currently exists regarding which measure should be used for reporting longitudinal adherence to population-based CRC screening programmes using biennial faecal immunochemical testing (FIT). Guidelines only recommend to include cross-sectional adherence measures as a performance indicator for CRC screening (Moss et al., 2012). Some CRC screening programmes do report longitudinal adherence measures, but the definition differs across programmes (Binefa et al., 2016; National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM); Erasmus MC, NKI/Avl, 2018; Connell et al., 2014). To increase comparison of stool-based CRC screening programmes, it is important that the reporting of longitudinal adherence is standardized. This is underpinned by the findings of a recent review that showed that different programmes report different longitudinal adherence measures (Doria-Rose et al., 2021). The authors recommend that screening programmes should collect detailed, longitudinal, individual-level data on adherence, such that at any time, programmes can be compared with respect to different adherence measures depending on the research questions. However, the review did not assess the accuracy of these longitudinal adherence measures in representing the true underlying longitudinal adherence pattern. Summarizing measures vary in the accuracy with which the true underlying longitudinal adherence pattern is captured and it is currently unclear which measure is most accurate. For example, the adherence rate per round reflects the proportion of invitees who have participated in a specific round, but does not include longitudinal participation over multiple rounds. Therefore, this measure implicitly assumes that participation in a specific screening round is independent of participation in previous rounds. If this independence would hold, only few individuals in a population would always or never participate. However, it is a fact that there is a non-negligible proportion of structural non-attenders, and likewise, of individuals adhering to the full cancer screening programme (Benito et al., 2019).

As models, that use summarizing measures as input, are used to estimate long-term screening effectiveness, the accuracy of a summarizing measure in capturing the true underlying adherence pattern may also affect these model-based predictions. Quantification of this impact is important, because screening recommendations and policies, e.g. the screening frequency, the starting or stopping age and the type of test used in screening, are often based on these model predictions (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2021). Therefore, we assessed the accuracy of summarizing measures for longitudinal adherence in capturing the observed adherence pattern and the impact of using summarizing measures rather than detailed longitudinal adherence data on model-predicted CRC screening effectiveness. The results of this study can be used to set international standards on reporting longitudinal adherence that will enhance comparison of biennial FIT-based CRC screening programme outcomes among countries.

2. Material and methods

We evaluated six summarizing measures for longitudinal adherence to biennial FIT-based CRC screening, namely adherence over all rounds, adherence per round, rescreening, full programme adherence, regularity, and number of times participated. The definitions of all measures are provided in Table 1. In brief, with further details provided below, the following analyses were done. We extracted the relative frequency of occurrence of each possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence pattern for three closed cohorts of individuals who have all been invited to four rounds of biennial FIT-based CRC screening. For example, an individual who participated in the first three screening rounds but not in the fourth screening round has the following adherence pattern ‘Yes-Yes-Yes-No’. Next, using the relative frequencies of these observed adherence patterns, the six summarizing measures were calculated. Subsequently, for each summarizing measure, we constructed a predicted set of relative frequencies of all possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence patterns over four rounds using only the information provided by that summarizing measure. Next, the deviation of the predicted set of relative frequencies from the observed set of relative frequencies of the longitudinal adherence patterns was calculated to evaluate the accuracy of each summarizing measure. Lastly, we evaluated the deviation in model-based predictions of screening effectiveness when using the predicted set of relative frequencies for each summarizing measure as model input for adherence compared to using the observed longitudinal adherence pattern.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adherence measure</th>
<th>Definition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adherence over all rounds</td>
<td>The proportion of all sent invitations that have lead to participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence per round</td>
<td>The proportion of all sent invitations in a specific round that have lead to participation.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescreening</td>
<td>The proportion of invitees that participate among those who have participated in their previous round. Together with the rescreening rate, the adherence over all rounds is reported.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full programme adherence</td>
<td>The measure full programme adherence classifies individuals in two categories: Full adherers (have completed all screening rounds) and not full adherers (have not completed all screening rounds). The proportion of individuals in each category is reported, as well as the adherence over all rounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularity</td>
<td>The measure regularity classifies individuals in three categories: Never screeners (individuals who have never participated), inconsistent screeners (individuals who have participated in at least one but not in all rounds) and consistent screeners (individuals who have participated in all rounds). The proportion of individuals in each category is reported, as well as the adherence over all rounds.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times participated</td>
<td>The measure number of times participated classifies individuals based on the number of screening rounds they have participated in (0 rounds, 1 round, etc.). For a programme with m screening rounds, this means that there are m + 1 categories. The proportion of individuals in each category is reported.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.2. Adherence measures

Using the observed relative frequencies of the longitudinal adherence patterns, we calculated for each cohort the six summarizing adherence measures for longitudinal adherence to FIT screening (Table 1). For example, the adherence per round is calculated for round one, two, three and four by summing the relative frequencies of the eight adherence patterns in which individuals have participated in round one, two, three and four, respectively. The calculation of all summarizing measures based on the observed relative frequencies of the longitudinal adherence patterns is provided in the Supplementary Methods. To evaluate how well each summarizing measure approximates the observed adherence pattern in four screening rounds, we derived from each summarizing measure the predicted relative frequency of occurrence of all possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence patterns. For example, if the adherence per round is 60%, 63%, 65% and 68% in rounds one, two, three and four, respectively, the predicted relative frequency of the ‘No-Yes-Yes-No’ pattern is calculated as (1–0.60) × 0.63 × 0.65 × (1–0.68) = 5.2%. Next, the accuracy in capturing the observed adherence pattern was quantified for each summarizing measure using the summed chi-square goodness of fit. The Supplementary Methods provides, for all adherence measures, the mathematical functions to calculate the predicted relative frequency of all possible adherence patterns and the summed chi-square goodness of fit.

2.3. ASCCA model

To evaluate the impact of using a summarizing adherence measure as CRC screening model input rather than the observed adherence patterns to predict screening effectiveness, we used the Adenoma and Serrated Pathway to Colorectal Cancer (ASCCA) model. The model is extensively described elsewhere (Greuter et al., 2014). In brief, this CRC natural history model incorporates the conventional adenoma-carcinoma pathway and the serrated pathway in CRC development. Individual health trajectories are simulated from the age of 20 to the age of 90 or death, whichever occurs first. During their life, individuals can develop up to ten adenomas and ten serrated polyps. The development of each lesion in terms of growth in size and malignant characteristics is modelled independently. Only advanced adenomas and sessile serrated lesions can progress to CRC. Each year, an asymptomatic tumour can be detected or can progress to a more advanced stage. The natural history model is supplemented with a flexible screening and surveillance component. The model is calibrated to Dutch age- and sex-specific colorectal lesion prevalence rates, and CRC incidence and mortality rates in the absence of screening (Stoop et al., 2012; Gijfers over kanker: Integraal Kankercentrum Nederland, 2017) and is externally validated by replicating several long-term CRC screening trials (Lew et al., 2020). Supplementary Table S1 provides an overview of all model parameters.

2.4. CRC screening and surveillance

To calculate the effectiveness of CRC screening, we simulated two strategies;

1) Neither screening nor surveillance.
2) Biennial FIT screening with colonoscopy surveillance.

2.4.1. No screening and no surveillance

In this strategy, individuals do not undergo screening nor surveillance. Only symptomatic tumours are detected. Once detected, CRC patients have a stage-specific probability of dying due to CRC for ten years. Cancer patients who survive beyond this time are considered cancer survivors in the model and are no longer at risk of dying from CRC.

2.4.2. Biennial FIT screening with colonoscopy surveillance

We set up the model to simulate a cohort of 20,000,000 individuals who underwent four rounds of biennial FIT-based CRC screening with the FOB-Gold (cut-off 47 μg feces/g hemoglobin), starting at age 55. An overview of model parameters related to screening and surveillance is provided in Supplementary Table S1. Adherence was implemented in the model using the observed adherence patterns and the six summarizing adherence measures, resulting in a total of seven approaches to implement adherence to FIT screening. FIT characteristics for detecting colorectal polyps were based on a Dutch FIT screening trial following a previously described calibration procedure (Greuter et al., 2014; van Rossum et al., 2008). Individuals with a positive FIT result are referred for diagnostic colonoscopy. During colonoscopy, all detected lesions are removed by polypectomy, with the exception of small hyperplastic polyps located in the rectosigmoid (Toes-Zoutendijk et al., 2017). We assumed that 92% of FIT positive individuals undergo this procedure (National Institute for Public Health and the Environment (RIVM), Erasmus MC, NKI/Avl, 2018).

Colonoscopy surveillance was modelled according to Dutch guidelines, in which the surveillance interval, i.e. 3 or 5 years, is guided by a risk score based on the number of colorectal lesions as well as their size, location and presence of malignant features (Toes-Zoutendijk et al., 2017). If no adenomas or only one small (< 1 cm) tubular adenoma is detected during FIT positive colonoscopy, the individual is not referred to surveillance and returns to screening after 10 years. The participation rate for surveillance colonoscopy was assumed to be equal to that for FIT-positive colonoscopy, i.e. 92%. Based on the surveillance guideline, we assumed that surveillance ends at the age of 75 (Nederlandse Vereniging van Maag-, Darm- en Leverartsen, 2013).

2.5. Model-predicted outcomes

We obtained lifetime model-predicted CRC incidence and mortality rates per 1000 individuals for the no screening strategy and for the FIT screening strategy using the seven approaches to describe adherence. Screening effectiveness was defined as the reduction in model-predicted incidence and mortality due to screening. For each of the six screening strategies using a summarizing measure, this reduction in CRC burden was compared with using the observed adherence patterns as model input. All analyses were performed separately for the Italian, Spanish and Dutch adherence data.

3. Results

3.1. Occurrence of adherence patterns

The Italian, Spanish and Dutch cohorts consisted of 72,980, 56,231 and 11,574 individuals, respectively. The relative frequency of all possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence patterns over four rounds in the three cohorts is presented in Table 2. The relative frequency of the pattern in which individuals participate in all rounds was slightly higher in the Italian cohort (50.9%) than in the Dutch cohort (45.7%), and considerably lower in the Spanish cohort (26.3%). The six summarizing adherence measures as calculated for the three cohorts are presented in Table 3. The adherence over all rounds was highest in the Italian cohort (64.9%), only slightly lower in the Dutch cohort (61.5%) and lowest in the Spanish cohort (42.8%) (Table 3). A high rescreening rate was observed in all cohorts (85.3–91.5%).

For each summarizing measure, we calculated the predicted relative frequency of occurrence of all possible ‘Yes-No’ adherence patterns. To illustrate this, Table 4 shows the calculation of the predicted frequency of one specific pattern, namely ‘No-Yes-Yes-No’, for all summarizing measures. Supplementary Tables S2, S3 and S4 show the predicted relative frequencies of all adherence patterns based on the summarizing adherence measures and the goodness of fit of the summarizing measures. The predicted relative frequencies using number of times

3
Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the accuracy of summarizing measures for longitudinal adherence in capturing the observed adherence patterns and the impact of using different summarizing measures on model-predicted CRC screening effectiveness. The measure number of times participated was most accurate in capturing the observed adherence data, followed by the measures regularity, rescreening, and programme adherence. The measures adherence per round and adherence over all rounds were least accurate in capturing the observed adherence data. Using a summarizing measure as input for adherence in a CRC screening model instead of the detailed observed adherence patterns led to deviating predictions of screening effectiveness slightly deviated from the predictions under the detailed observed pattern when using the measures rescreening and full programme adherence. Mortality reduction deviated most for the measures adherence per round and adherence over all rounds: the predicted mortality reduction was 26.8%, 19.5% and 25.9% using the measure adherence per round for the Italian, Spanish and Dutch cohorts, respectively, and 26.8%, 19.4% and 25.7%, using the measure adherence over all rounds. Results were similar when screening effectiveness was defined as a reduction in CRC incidence, with slightly smaller deviations between using a summarizing adherence measure and using the observed adherence patterns (Table 5).

3.2. Impact on model-predicted CRC burden

Model-predicted screening effectiveness is shown in Table 5 and Fig. 1. Using the detailed observed adherence patterns in the Italian, Spanish and Dutch cohort as model input (i.e. the reference), a CRC mortality reduction of 24.4%, 16.9% and 23.5% was predicted for four rounds of CRC screening compared to no screening. The reductions were similar when using the measure number of times participated, and also when using the measure regularity. Model-predicted screening effectiveness slightly deviated from the predictions under the detailed observed pattern when using the measures rescreening and full programme adherence. Mortality reduction deviated most for the measures adherence per round and adherence over all rounds: the predicted mortality reduction was 26.8%, 19.5% and 25.9% using the measure adherence per round for the Italian, Spanish and Dutch cohorts, respectively, and 26.8%, 19.4% and 25.7%, using the measure adherence over all rounds. Results were similar when screening effectiveness was defined as a reduction in CRC incidence, with slightly smaller deviations between using a summarizing adherence measure and using the observed adherence patterns (Table 5).

4. Discussion

To our knowledge, this is the first study evaluating the accuracy of summarizing measures for longitudinal adherence in capturing the observed adherence patterns and the impact of using different summarizing measures on model-predicted stool-based CRC screening effectiveness. The measure number of times participated was most accurate in capturing the observed adherence data, followed by the measures regularity, rescreening, and full programme adherence. The measures adherence per round and adherence over all rounds were least accurate in capturing the observed adherence data. Using a summarizing measure as input for adherence in a CRC screening model instead of the detailed observed adherence patterns led to deviating predictions of screening effectiveness. This deviation was smallest when the measures number of times participated or regularity were used to derive adherence input for the model. The largest deviation, an absolute overestimation of around 2.5% in CRC mortality reduction, was observed for the measures
Table 4
The observed and predicted relative frequency of the adherence pattern ’No – Yes – Yes – No’ for all summarizing adherence measures in the Italian cohort.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Adherence measure</th>
<th>Required parameters</th>
<th>Adherence pattern: No – Yes – Yes – No</th>
<th>Relative frequency</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Observed adherence</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>(1 - p) × p × p × (1 - p)</td>
<td>1.0%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence over all rounds</td>
<td>p = 0.649</td>
<td>(1 - p_1) × p_2 × p_3 × (1 - p_4)</td>
<td>5.2%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Adherence per round</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>5.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rescreening</td>
<td></td>
<td>(1 - p) × q_0 × q_1 × (1 - q_2)</td>
<td>0.5%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Full programme adherence</td>
<td>p = 0.649</td>
<td>(1 - (\tilde{p})) × (\tilde{p}) × (1 - (\tilde{p})) × (1 - (\pi_{\text{full}})) × (1 - (\tilde{p})) = (\pi_{\text{full}}) (\tilde{p}) = 0.2898 is the solution of the equation: ((1 - \tilde{p})^{(1 - p)} × (\tilde{x}<em>{\text{full}} - p) + (1 - \tilde{x}</em>{\text{full}}) × \tilde{p} × (1 - \tilde{p})^{-1} = 0)</td>
<td>2.1%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regularity</td>
<td>p = 0.649</td>
<td>(1 - (\tilde{p})) × (\tilde{p}) × (1 - (\tilde{p})) × (1 - (\pi_{\text{consistent}} - \pi_{\text{never}})) (\pi_{\text{consistent}} = 0.509) (\pi_{\text{never}} = 0.233) (\tilde{p} = 0.5758) is the solution of the equation: ((1 - \tilde{p})^{(n - (1 - p))} × (\tilde{x}<em>{\text{consistent}} - p) + (1 - \tilde{x}</em>{\text{consistent}} - \pi_{\text{never}}) × \tilde{p} × (1 - \tilde{p})^{n - 1} = \pi_{\text{consistent}}) (\pi_{\text{consistent}} = 0.509) (\pi_{\text{never}} = 0.233) (\tilde{p} = 0.5758) is the solution of the equation: ((1 - \tilde{p})^{(n - (1 - p))} × (\tilde{x}<em>{\text{consistent}} - p) + (1 - \tilde{x}</em>{\text{consistent}} - \pi_{\text{never}}) × \tilde{p} × (1 - \tilde{p})^{n - 1} = \pi_{\text{consistent}})</td>
<td>1.8%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of times participated</td>
<td></td>
<td>(\pi_{\text{i}}) (\tilde{p}) = 0.233 (\pi_{\text{0}} = 0.233) (\pi_{\text{1}} = 0.072) (\pi_{\text{2}} = 0.069) (\pi_{\text{3}} = 0.116) (\pi_{\text{4}} = 0.509)</td>
<td>1.2%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

p = adherence over all rounds.
\(p_i\) = adherence in round i.
\(q_1\) = the probability of participation for those who have participated in their previous round.
\(q_0\) = the probability of participation for those who have not participated in their previous round.
\(x_{\text{full}}\) = proportion of individuals who have completed all screening rounds.
\(x_{\text{consistent}}\) = proportion of individuals who have completed all screening rounds.
\(x_{\text{never}}\) = proportion of individuals who have never participated.
\(\tilde{p}\) = the probability of participation among not full adherers or for inconsistent screenes for respectively the measures full programme adherence and regularity.
\(\pi_i\) = proportion of individuals who have participated in i screening rounds.

The mathematical functions of the predicted relative frequency of all possible adherence patterns is provided in the Supplementary Methods.
The range of deviations (0.0–2.4%) in predicted CRC mortality reduction when using a summarizing measure instead of the complete enumeration of all possible patterns may seem small, but they are of the same order of magnitude as differences observed in model-based comparisons of different screening strategies (Lew et al., 2018; Knudsen et al., 2021). For example, the recommendation of the US Preventive Services Task Force to start screening at age 55 was based on the modeling study performed by Knudsen et al., in which an additional mortality reduction between 3.7% and 4.2% was found if screening would start at 45 years instead of 50 years (US Preventive Services Task Force, 2021; Knudsen et al., 2021). In addition, we hypothesize that the deviation in screening effectiveness will be larger when evaluating the impact of more than four screening rounds, which is the situation for most screening programmes (Schreuders et al., 2015). As an example of the expected larger impact when evaluating a larger number of rounds, note that the predicted probability that an individual never participates in a programme with a high number of rounds is minimal when the adherence over all rounds is relatively high, while the actual proportion of never screenees could be as large as 60% (Benito et al., 2019; Osborne et al., 2017).

We found that CRC screening effectiveness is overestimated by the measures adherence over all rounds and adherence per round. Previous studies have argued that this is caused by an overestimation of the number of individuals who participate in all rounds. We therefore argue that the overestimation of screening effectiveness is mainly caused by this underestimation. This finding is supported by a modeling study which evaluated CRC screening effectiveness for two types of imperfect adherence at equal adherence over all rounds, namely selective and sporadic adherence (Heisser et al., 2021). With selective adherence, a certain proportion of the population participates in all screening rounds and the remaining proportion of the population never participates. With sporadic adherence, all individuals participate but not at the recommended frequency. This study found higher estimates of CRC screening effectiveness for sporadic adherence, where none of the individuals never participate, compared with selective adherence, where a proportion of the population never participates.

The two best performing adherence measures (number of times participated and regularity) require longitudinal data for the calculation of these measures. Of these two, the measure regularity is most convenient, as it contains the smallest number of parameters to report. The measures adherence over all rounds and adherence per round, which only require cross-sectional data, were found to be least accurate. Therefore, it is important that longitudinal data on screening adherence over multiple rounds are being collected and reported by CRC screening programmes, although it comes with an increase in complexity and costs. The importance of longitudinal data about screening behaviour and outcomes is increasingly acknowledged by the screening community as it serves multiple purposes including research, monitoring and benchmarking of programmes (Segnan et al., 2022).

Our results can be used to standardize the reporting of longitudinal adherence in FIT-based CRC screening programmes, which is an essential first step to allow international comparison of the performance of programmes. However, to enable comparison between programmes, it is also crucial to incorporate CRC risk factors, particularly when they are related to screening participation, such as age, sex, and sociodemographic status (Klabunde et al., 2015; Deding et al., 2017; Woold et al., 2016). Furthermore, the evaluated measures do not provide information about the number of individuals who drop out and stay out of the programme, which is also relevant for screening programme performances, especially if dropouts are at higher risk of CRC. The fact that screening
protocols differ across programmes, e.g. test and test interval, generates an extra level of complexity. With this in mind, a proposal has been made to share individual-level data on screening events, such as adherence and test results, within a common accessible database that is set up by an international consortium of CRC screening programmes (Segnan et al., 2022).

A limitation of this study is that we did not include the adherence measure proportion of time covered, which is defined as the number of days an individual is compliant with screening divided by the number of days in the cohort (Anderson and Robertson, 2018). This measure may permit the comparison of different screening strategies when intervals are different. As this measure requires detailed information about longitudinal adherence, it is expected that it will quite accurately capture the observed adherence patterns and will result in estimates of model-predicted screening effectiveness that closely approximate those when using the observed adherence patterns as model input.

The population of eligible individuals in a screening programme is a dynamic population. Although we used a closed cohort approach for our analysis, all measures but number of times participated can be calculated similarly in a dynamic cohort as in a closed cohort. The number of times participated should however be placed in the context of number of times invited and could therefore be expressed as a percentage of number of times offered. However, results may be affected if that definition is used in a dynamic cohort.

Although the ASCCA model has been extensively validated and was found to replicate the findings of long-term randomised controlled trials that compared stool-based screening with no screening, parameter and/or structural uncertainty may have affected our analysis (Lew et al., 2020). However, we expect that the ranking of the measures is not affected, because the bias would be present to the same extent in each analysis, given that each analysis only differed in how adherence is used as input in our model.

To increase the generalizability of our results, multiple sets of real-world adherence data were used in this study. These data originated from different countries with different screening characteristics such as FIT threshold and age of screening. The ASCCA model is calibrated to Dutch CRC incidence and prevalence rates and aspects of CRC screening, such as FIT test characteristics and the surveillance programme were based on the Dutch situation. For example, the compliance to diagnostic colonoscopy was assumed to be 92%, which is higher than observed in Italy (~80%) and Spain (~88%) (Bucchi et al., 2022; Vives et al., 2022). We believe that this does not affect the validity of our results, given that our interest is not in the absolute estimates of screening effectiveness, but in quantifying the difference in screening effectiveness when using different summarizing measures for longitudinal adherence.

4.1. Conclusion

The measures number of times participated and regularity are most accurate in capturing the observed adherence patterns in CRC FIT-based screening whereas the measures adherence over all rounds and adherence per round the least. Model-predicted effectiveness of biennial FIT-based CRC screening using the measure number of times participated led to comparable model-predicted screening effectiveness using the observed adherence patterns as input, shortly followed by the measure regularity. If cross-sectional instead of longitudinal data are available, only measures resulting in deviating predictions of screening effectiveness, i.e. overall adherence and adherence per round, can be used. This study provides guidance for setting international standards on reporting longitudinal adherence in FIT-based CRC screening, which is an essential first step to allow international comparison of screening programmes.
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